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INTRODUCTION 
In [I], Krishnamurthy conjectured that, for asymptotically one-third of 
primes p > 5, the decimal period of I/p is odd, giving numerical evidence in 
support of his conjecture. Further numerical data were supplied by Yates 
[2], while Shanks [3] gave a heuristic argument which at least suggested the 
truth of Krishnamurthy’s conjecture. In this paper we give a rigorous proof 
of the conjecture, in a rather more general form, and also consider the 
periods of reciprocals of composite numbers, not merely of primes. 
Let g > 1 be a natural number. If a and b are natural numbers with 
1 < a < b and (a, b) = (a, g) = (b, g) = 1, then it is a well-known, elementary 
result that the fraction u/b, when expanded g-adically (i.e., “in the scale of 
g”) is periodic, i.e., the sequence d, of its g-adic digits, given by 
a/b= f d,g-“, 0 < 4, < g, 
It=1 (1) 
is periodic, d, +r = d, for all n > 1 and some r > 0. A simple argument 
(which, for g = 10, appears in Gauss’ “ Disquisitiones Arithmeticae”) shows 
that the least period r in (0.1) is equal to the order of g (mod b), i.e., to the 
least r > 0 for which g’s 1 (mod b). This r will be denoted by ord, g; by 
Fermat’s congruence, ord, g is a divisor of p(b), the Euler totient function of 
b. 
If g is fixed and b is allowed to vary, surprisingly little is known, in 
general, about the set of values of ord, g. For example, if b runs through all 
primes >g, there is the celebrated conjecture of E. Artin to the effect that, for 
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infinitely many b, g is a primitive root (mod b); a conditional proof of 
Artin’s conjecture, dependent on assuming the analogue of the Riemann 
hypothesis for the Dedekind zeta-functions of certain Kummer extensions of 
the rationals, was given by Hooley [4, 5 ] . To date no unconditional proof is 
known. A related class of problems arises on considering the set of prime 
divisors of an integral linear recurrence; for some conjectures and 
conditional results in this connection we refer the reader to papers by Laxton 
[8,9] and Stephens [6, 71. 
In this paper the subsidiary problems arising are of a somewhat less subtle 
kind than those involved in treating Artin’s conjecture; we are able to solve 
Krishnamurthy’s conjecture, and various extensions and generalisations of it, 
on the basis of relatively recent estimates associated with the Cebotarev 
density theorem; these results were obtained by Lagarias and Odlyzko, 
building on some earlier results of H. Stark, and the reader is referred to the 
clearly written paper by the former two authors in [lo] for background 
material and detailed proofs. 
Our first main result, proved in Section 3, is 
THEOREM 1. Let % be a finite non-empty set of primes q, with product 
Q, and let g > 1. Let t > 1 be the largest natural number such that g is a tth 
power in Z and, for each q E 2, let qsCq’ )It. Suppose that g = g*, g E Z, 
6 > 1, and that g = g’ x (square) in Z, where g’ is squarefree. For each q E 9 
let qvcq’ IIf. Then, as x -+ 00, the number of primes p < x such that no prime 
in -9 divides ord, g is asymptotically 
where Li(x) = jt dt/log t and 
q2, g) = n (1 -$J + n*(2, g), 
qp-2 
where A*(Q, g) is as follows: 
(i) A*(9, g) = 0 if 2&2; 
(ii) A*(Z, g) = 0 if g;(2Q; 
(iii) if 2 E 2 and g /2Q, then 
(2) 
(3) 
A*@, g) = n c,(g), 
qc.f 
(4) 
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where, for q > 2, c,(g) = 1 - y(q) - (q2 - l)- ’ q1-rcs’, while, for q = 2, 
c2( g) = (2”2’3)- ’ if g=l (mod4) 
= (2~(2)3)-1- 2 4 if g= 3(mod4); 
l+r<n<2 
= (2N)3)- 1 if gz 2(mod4) and 4]t 
‘-A if g’s %(mod 4) and 2 I] I 
1 
=--iT if g E 2(mod 4) and 2Jt. 
(5) 
Although the constant A@‘, g) in Theorem 1 is a positive rational < 1, it is 
not true that the set of primes counted in Theorem 1 is a Frobenian set, i.e., 
differs finitely from some complete set of unramified primes having 
prescribed Frobenius conjugacy classes in some fixed finite Galois extension 
of the rationals; rather, it is the union of an infinite number of such sets, the 
sum of whose Dirichlet densities converges to L(S, g). 
When % = (2}, g = g = g’= 10 and t = 1, it is clear that n(9, g) = i, and 
we obtain the result conjectured by Krishnamurthy as a special case of 
Theorem 1. The question of the parity of ord, 2 was raised by Sierpinski 
[ 161, and was studied by Brauer [ 171 and Aigner [ 181. Later Hasse [ 19,201 
obtained the values of A( {I}, g) for all primes 1 and all g f 0 or f 1. Our 
results reduce to Hasse’s when S = (I), although we treat only the case 
g > 1; our method differs from Hasse’s in various respects. Also Hasse was 
only concerned with Dirichlet densities, and not with the problem of 
obtaining asymptotic distribution formulae with remainder. The reader may 
easily verify from Theorem 1 that 1({2), 2) = &, in agreement with Hasse’s 
result. I am indebted to Prof. W. Narkiewicz (Wroclaw), Prof. A. Schinzel 
(Warsaw), and to A. Odlyzko (Bell Laboratories), who independently drew 
to my attention the papers of Hasse cited above, following a preliminary 
version of this paper; I also wish to thank the referee for tracing Ref. [21] in 
connection with Proposition 2.3. 
We remark that it is possible to generalise Theorem 1 by considering a 
finite set {g i,..., g,} of bases >l, and corresponding finite non-empty sets 
-Si, 1 <i < n of primes, and counting the number of p < x such that, 
simultaneously, ord, g, is prime to each q in 9i, 1 < i < n. The details may 
readily be supplied by the reader after studying the proof of Theorem 1. 
We turn now to the periods of the reciprocals of composite integers. In 
Section 4 we shall prove 
THEOREM 2. Let % be a finite non-empty set of primes, and let g > 1. 
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Then, as x -+ 00, the number of integers b, 1 < b < x, which are prime to g, 
and are such that no prime in S divides ord, g, is asymptotically 
A (2, g) x(log x)A(j.g) - ‘, (6) 
where A(9, g) > 0 and A(2’, g) is given by (0.3)-(0.5). 
Since the primes counted in (2) do not constitute a Frobenian set, the 
deduction of Theorem 2 from Theorem 1 is not an entirely routine matter. 
Thus, for Frobenian sets P of primes, the derivation of the distribution of 
integers composed only of primes in P is analogous to Landau’s derivation 
[ 111 of the distribution of sums of two squares from the distribution of 
primes 5 1 (mod 4), and is carried out in various papers by the authors (see, 
e.g., [ 121). In the non-Frobenian case we cannot expect to obtain complete 
asymptotic expansions such as are available in the Frobenian case. We can, 
however, use a general theorem of Wirsing (see [ 14 pp. 76, 77,831) to obtain 
the dominant term. 
We now briefly describe the organisation of the paper. In Section 1 we 
assemble some elementary results on congruences, needed later in the paper. 
In Section 2 we present some standard results in Kummer theory, and these 
are used in Section 3, in conjunction with the Lagarias-Odlyzko estimate for 
primes in a given Frobenius class, to prove Theorem 1. Finally Section 4 is 
devoted to the derivation of Theorem 2 from Theorem 1, while, in Section 5, 
we make some concluding remarks on possible extensions and improvements 
of our results. 
1. ELEMENTARY RESULTS 
LEMMA 1.1 (after Gauss). Zf g > 1 and b > 1, with (6, g) = 1, then the g- 
adic period of I/b is equal to the order of g in the multiplicative group of 
invertible residue classes (mod b). 
Proof: If the g-adic expansion of l/b is C,,,,, d, g-“, then we may 
assume that 
d n+, = k”+‘l4 -dg”lbL Vn>O, (1-l) 
where [x] denotes the integer-part of x. If g’ = 1 (mod b), then g’ = 1 + bB 
for some B E Z, whence (1.1) implies that 
d ,,+l+r= [g”+‘(l +Wbl-gk”(l +bB)lbl=dn+, 
for all n > 0. 
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Conversely, if d, + I = d,, , + s for some s > 0 and all n > 0, then 
s-l b-‘= c 4+1 
n=O 
‘f. g-l-n-ks 
S-l 
= c dntl g-‘-“(I -g-S)-‘, 
n=O 
whence, on multiplying through by b( gs - l), we see that g’ = 1 (mod b), 
and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 1.2. If g > 1 and (a, g) = (b, g) = 1 = (a, b), then 
ordab g = 1.c.m. { ord, g, ord, g }, 
where 1.c.m. {x, y} denotes the least common multiple of x and y. 
Proof. If ord,g = a and ord, g =p then g* = 1 (mod a) and 
g4 G 1 (mod b). Hence gy E 1 (mod ab) when y = 1.c.m. {a, /I), since 
km. (a, bJ = ab. 
Conversely, if gs E 1 (mod ab), then g” z 1 (mod a) and gs = 1 (mod b), 
whence GI ( 6 and /3 IS, sp y ) 6, proving the lemma. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let 9 be a finite, non-empty set of primes. For natural 
numbers a > 1, prime to g, let e(a) = 1 tf no q E 9 divides ord, g, and let 
E(U) = 0 otherwise. Then E is multiplicative, e(ab) = E(U) e(b) if (a, b) = 1. 
Proof. If e(a) = e(b) = 1, then ord, g and ord, g are prime to each 
q E 8, whence so is their l.c.m., which is ord,*g, by Lemma 1.2, i.e., 
e(ab) = 1. 
Conversely, if e(ab) = 1, then 1.c.m. {ord, g, ord, g} is prime to each q E 9 
(by Lemma 1.2), and hence so are both ord,g and ord, g, i.e., 
~(a) = e(b) = 1. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let 9 be a finite non-empty set of primes. If p is prime and 
p 6C 9, p;(g, then e(p) = e(pk) for all k > 1. 
Proof. From g’ G 1 (modp) we deduce gtpk-’ = 1 (modpk) for all k > 1, 
by the binomial theorem. If t = ord, g, it follows that 
tpk-’ E 0 (mod(ordpk( g))). Hence, as ordJg) is a multiple of ord,, g, 
ordpk( g) is of the form tp” for some s, 0 < s < k, and tp” is prime to each 
q E 9. if and only if t is. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let 9 be a finite non-empty set of primes. Let p $9 be 
prime, and let D be the maximal divisor of p - 1 composed only of primes in 
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9. If p(g, ord, g is prime to each q E 9 I$ and only if the congruence 
9 = g (modp) is soluble. 
Proof If ord, g is prime to each q E 3, then (ord, g, 0) = 1. If g, is a 
primitive root (mod p), and if g = g$ (modp), then E ord, g z 0 
(mod (p - l)), whence DJE ord, g, which implies DJE. Hence g = x” 
(modp) for some x E Z. 
Conversely, if A? E g (modp) for some x E Z, then g(p-l)‘D E 1 (modp), 
from which it follows that ordp g divides (p - 1)/D, and, in particular, is 
prime to D, whence to each q E 9. 
2. STANDARD RESULTS FROM KUMMER THEORY 
For m > 1, let 5;, denote some primitive m th root of unity, and, for g > 1 
in h, let g, denote the positive mth root of g. We shall consider algebraic 
number fields of the type K = UJ( g,, &J, where m 1 k and Q is the rational 
field; we call such K Kummer fields. The condition m ( k is necessary (when 
m > 2) and sufficient (always) for Q(g,, &J to be a Galois extension of Q. 
The relevance of Kummer fields in connection with Theorems 1 and 2 lies 
in Lemma 1.5 and the following classical 
PROPOSITION 2.1 (Kummer, Dedekind, Zolotarev). Let F be an 
algebraic number jield and let 8 be an algebraic integer such that F = Q(B). 
Let f be the conductor of the order Z 161, thus the largest ideal in Z,, the ring 
of integers of F, which is contained in 72 [9]. Let p E Z be a prime, 
unramified in F and noi dividing Nf, the absolute norm off. If q(x) E Z[x] is 
the minimum polynomial for 8 over 63, then the following two statements are 
equivalent: 
(1) q(x) (modp) factorises as the product q,(x) . a. q,(x) of distinct 
irreducibies, with deg ~j(X) =fj, 1 ,< j < g, and 24 = deg v(x) = [F : a] ; 
(2) In z,, (P) =P.&= p1 .-. pg, where the pi are distinct prime 
ideals, having Npj = Q fj, 1 < j < g. 
For a proof see [ 13, pp. 161-1631 (also p. 181 for some interesting 
historical details). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let -9 be a finite non-empty set of primes, and let 
g > 1. Let p be prime, p 6 % and p[g. Then the following two statements are 
equivalent: 
(1) D is the maximal divisor of p - 1 composed only of primes in 3, 
and the congruence .P E g (mod p) is soluble ; 
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(2) p splits completely (into prime ideals of residual degree unity) in 
Q( g,, &), but not in any of the fields Q( g,, I&,) for any q E 2’. 
Proof Let Q = nzE1 q. Since p(Qg, it can be shown that p does not 
ramify in Q( g,, &), and also that p does not divide the absolute norm of 
the conductor of the order Z [ g,]. (This can be proved by simple 
calculations based on [ 13, Proposition 4.111, together with the formula for 
the discriminant of a cyclotomic field ([ 13, Theorems 2.8 and 2.9]).) 
Now suppose that (1) holds. Since DJp - 1 and p is unramified in 
a( g,, cuD), p is unramified in a(&,) and, in fact, p splits completely in 
a(&,). Also XD E g (modp) has at least one solution, and hence exactly D 
distinct solutions (mod p), i.e., XD -g decomposes into linear factors 
(mod p), or, equivalently (by Proposition 2.1), p splits completely in CL( gD). 
Consequently p splits completely in Q(g,, CD). Finally, as D is the maximal 
divisor of p - 1 composed only of primes in C!., we have p f 1 (mod qD), 
V q E B. Thus p does not split completely in 0(&J for any q E 2. Hence it 
cannot split in any C!( g,, &J, q E S, implying (2). 
Conversely let (2) hold. Then p splits completely in a( g,, CD) and hence 
also does so in both Q(g,) and Q(&,). Thus Dip - 1 and the polynomial 
,x? -g decomposes into linear factors (modp); in particular g is a Dth 
power residue (modp). If, for some q E Q, qD were to divide p - 1, then p 
would also split in UJ(&,) and, since it already splits in Q( g,), it would also 
do so in Q(g,, tl,,), a contradiction, Hence D is the maximal divisor of 
p - 1 composed only of primes in 9, and (1) holds. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let N > 1 not be a pth power in Z for any prime p, 
and, for each r > 1 let N, be the unique positive rth root of N. For k > 1 let 
Z, = U3(e2nilk). Then 
(i) if r > 2, N, & Z, for any k; 
(ii) ifN is squarefree and congruent to 1 (mod 4), N, E Z, if and only 
tfNlk; 
(iii) ifN is squarefree and not congruent to 1 (mod 4), N2 E Z, if and 
only tf 4NI k. 
Remark. Although this result is undoubtedly well-known, the author has 
been unable to trace an explicit reference to it in the literature; however, the 
referee has pointed out that [21, pp. 60,611 can be adapted with slight 
changes to prove Proposition 2.3. The proof is therefore omitted. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let t > 1 be the largest integer such that g(>,2) is a 
tth power in Z, and let g = g’. Suppose that g = g X (square), where g’ is 
squarefree. Let 9 be a Jnite non-empty set of primes in Z, having Q as their 
product, and let D be composed only of primes in 9. Then the proportion of 
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the Galois group Gal(Q( g,, &J/G) occupied by the Frobenius classes of the 
primes referred to in Proposition 2.2 is 
(2.1) 
where the range of summation in C* is empty unless 2) D/(D, t), and 
otherwise consists of those d] Q for which 4gJdD, unless g’ E 1 (mod 4), when 
it consists of those d] Q for which g]dD. (In the above ,u is the Moebius 
function). 
Proof. For each dj Q, let K, = G!( g,, &J, Then K,/Q is a Galois 
extension, and K, c K, if and only if el d. By Proposition 2.2, and 
elementary properties of the Frobenius symbol, the Frobenius classes 
referred to in the statement of the present proposition are those which lie in 
Gal(KQ/K1), and not in Gal(K,/K,) for any d] Q, d # 1. Let p(d) be the 
fraction of G = Gal(Q( g,, C,,/G) occupied by Gal@,/&). Then, by the 
principle of inclusion and exclusion, the fraction of G occupied by the 
Frobenius classes of the primes p of Proposition 2.2 is &Qp(d)p(d). 
Now 
p(d) = [K, : (Gal - ’ = [K, : CJ(&,,)] - ’ . [63(&b) : Q] - ’ 
= K, : Wd-’ trpW))-‘. 
It thus remains to calculate [K, : a(&,)]. Since K, is obtained from G(<,,) 
. . A by the adJunction of g, = gD,co,r,, it is clear that [K, : G!(C;,,)] = D/m(D, t), 
where m is the largest positive divisor of D/(D, t) such that b, E a&,). By 
Proposition 2.3(i), m = 1 or 2. Further, as G( i2) = G( dz), we may apply 
Proposition 2.3(ii) and (iii) to decide precisely when g2 E a(&). A simple 
calculation now yields the asserted fraction in Proposition 2.4. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. When quantity (2.1) is summed over all D > 1, 
composed only of primes in Q, the resulting sum is precisely A(G, g) of 
Theorem 1. 
Proof. On writing D as a product of prime powers, it is easily seen that 
the summands in (2.1) are simple combinations of multiplicative functions 
and that the limits of summation correspond to straightforward inequalities 
for the q-adic valuation of D, for each q E 9. The corresponding “local 
factors” for the q E S are easily calculated by summing certain geometric 
progressions. 
Finally in this section we obtain bounds for the degree and discriminant of 
K, over Q needed in Section 3. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. We have the bounds 
(1) c,,D’Q/t log log DQ Q [K, : G] < QD’, 
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(where c,, is some positive absolute constant), and 
(2) log) discrt(Kc/CI)] < D’Q log D2 Qg. 
Proof: (1) We have, as in the proof of Proposition 2.2, 
[K * Q] = D’(DQ) or D’4’(DQ) < Dp(DQ),‘(D t) 
Q* 2(D, 0 (D, t) ’ ’ ’ 
which, on the one hand, cannot exceed Dq(DQ) < QD’, and, on the other 
hand, must exceed Dq(DQ)/2t > c,QD’/t log log DQ, since lim SUP~+~ 
n/q?(n) log log n < co. 
(2) Let L be the field O( gD); its degree over Q is r = D/(D, t), and, if 
g = h’, the powers h’;, 1 <j < I, are algebraic integers which form a Q-basis 
of L, while certain of these hj form a basis for K, over 2 = a(<,,). We have 
the formula 
discrt(KQ/O) = (discrt(Z/a)y N,,o(discrt K, JZ). (2.3) 
The value of discrt(Z/Q) is known ([ 13, pp. 63, 159]), and we have 
log (discrt(Z/Q)] = x cp(DQlq”) log I disWWquYQl)l 
s”llQD 
= 1 ~(DQlq”)(v~q”) - q”-‘1 log q 
q”llQD 
< rp(DQ) x v log q = dDQ> log DQ. 
s”llQD 
(2.4) 
Further, since certain of the powers h’,, 1 <j < r, form a Z-basis of KQ, 
and are algebraic integers, the KQ/Z-different of the appropriate h!(which is 
an ideal in the ring of integers of K,) is a multiple of the different of KQ/Z. 
Now the minimum polynomial for h, over Z is a factor of x” - h, whose 
derivative at h, is rh:-* = rh/h,. Then the K,/Z-different of the appropriate 
hj divides the ideal in the integers of KQ generated by rh/h,, and the K,/Z- 
norm of the latter divides ((rh)‘lN,Jh,)). The Z/Cl-norm of this is the 
ideal in Z generated by (rh)‘m(DQ)/NK ,&hl), which equals (rh)‘“‘DQ’/hCp’DQ’. 
The latter is thus an upper bound f$ Nz,,(discrt(KQ/Z)), and hence, by 
(2.3) and (2.4), 
log ] discrt(K,/Q)( < y(DQ) log DQ + rq(DQ) log rh - (p(DQ) log h 
< DWQNog DQ + log Dg) 
< D=Q log D’Qg, 
as asserted. 
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Let D be composed only of primes in -2, and let S c A? be the set of 
primes dividing D. We first count the p involved in Theorem 1 for which D 
is the maximal divisor of p - 1 composed only of primes in 9. To this end 
we invoke a result of Lagarias and Odlyzko (after Stark). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let L/Q be a finite Galois extension, with 
[L : G-1 = nL and discrt(L/Q) = dL, while Gal L/0! = G. Let C be a union of 
conjugacy classes in G. Then the number q(x) of primes in 2, unramtped in 
L and having Frobenius class contained in C, which are &X satisfies 
G(X) - g Li(x) Q $ Li(x4) 
+ c3 x exp(-c, n; I’* log x)“*) 
for all x > exp(lOn,(log dL)*), where c3 and cq are positive absolute 
constants, and 
p<max l- I 1 4 log dL ’ 
with c5 > 0 absolute. 
This is proved in [lo]. From now on, ci (i > 0) represents some absolute 
positive constant. 
We shall apply Proposition 3.1 with L = K, of Section 2. Using the 
bounds of Proposition 2.3, we obtain 
exp( lOn,(log dL)*) < exp( 10D6Q3 log* D*Qg), (3.1) 
p<max l- I 1 4D2Q log D* Qg ’ 1 -c;‘exp - ; log D’Qg log log DQ , 
(3.2) 
and so Proposition 3.1 implies 
%(X) - $ Li(x) < 2 Li(x4) 
+ c3 x exp(-c,(log x)~‘*/DQ~‘*) (3.3) 
for all 
x > exp(10D6Q3 log* D’Qg), (3.3a) 
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with j? as in (3.2). (We remark that the second term in braces in (3.2) is 
always the larger of the two if D is large enough.) 
For C we take the union of Frobenius classes involved in Proposition 2.4. 
For fixed S E 2 we now seek a near-optimal upper bound D, = D,(x) for D 
such that (3.3) still gives the asymptotic value (#C/#G) Li(x) for X&X). For 
the latter to happen we need that 
(9 Li(xb*) = o(Li(x)) 
and 
(ii) x exp(-c,(log x)“*/D* Q1’*) = o , 
or, equivalently, that 
(iii) X I-4. ‘al 
and 
0: exp(-c,(log x)“‘/D* Q”*) = o( l/log x), 
where & is the bound in (3.2) when D = D, ; we also require (3.3a) with 
D=D,. 
It is readily verified that the governing restriction here is (iii) ; we shall 
arrange that 
x1-4* = (log X)e6 
which, by (3.2), requires 
c; ’ exp - t log D: Qg log log D* Q = c6 log log x/log x, (3.5) 
or 
$ log 0; Qg log log D, Q = log log x - log log log x f c, . (3.5a) 
If we satisfy (3Sa), then (iv) and (3.3a) are readily seen to be satisfied for 
all D <D,. The choice (3.5a) has D * = o((log x)~) for all E > 0, and so 
~,(x)=Wx) jE + E* 1 l’f$)J(l +O(logxp) 
(3.6) + 0(x exp(-c, Q- “*(log x)~““‘) 
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for all D <De of (3.5a), in which the implied constants in the O-terms are 
absolute. 
We may use (3Sa) independently of the choice of 5‘; writing D, for the 
maximal divisor of p - 1 composed only of primes in 2, we have, on 
summing (3.6) over all D < D, and all S G 3, 
-i- ii 1 = (1 + O(log x)-‘“) Lifx) A@, g; x) 
ocx 
L+J* 
(ord,,g,Q)= 1 
+ 0 exp(-c,Q-‘I* log x)~““‘) x 1 
D6D, 
where 
To obtain Theorem 1 from (3.7) we must estimate 
#{p;p~x,ord,g,Q>=1}-#{p;p~x,(ord,g,Q>=l,D,~D~), 
A(29 g) - 42, g; x), 
and 
c l* D6D, 
First, the primes in 
(p;p<x,(ord,g,Q>= LD,>D*l 
satisfy p E 1 (mod DJ, and 
log D, = c d(q) log q > log D* , qEY 
so that, for at least one q E 9, 
d(q) > 1 + 
(3.7) 
(3-g) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
Thus every p in (3.12) lies in one or more of the arithmetic progressions 
- 1 (mod q”), q E S. By the Brun-Titchmarsh theorem (see [4, pp. 7-lo]), =
#{p;p < x;p = 1 (mod q”)} < c,xq-“/log(xq-“), 
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which < c,Li(x) 2-” < cl0 Li(x)/D$d’og’Q, and, in view of (3Sa), since there 
are <c,* log Q progressions involved, we have the upper bound 
c, 3 Li(x) log Q/D~~‘tog2Q (3.14) 
for (3.9). 
Second we remark that the number N(y) of integers <y and > 1, which 
are composed only of primes in 9, is the same as the number of non- 
negative integral #9-tuples n(q) (q E 2) such that CqCI n(q) Jog q < logy, 
which is <(logy/log 2)@ < (log y)cl” ‘OgQ. Thus for (3.11) we obtain the 
estimate 
(log D*y-Q (3.15) 
while 
< fc,, I 
m (~ogy)C,410gQy-2 dy,< t c~6(10g;*~'4'ogQ , 
4 * 
so that 
I~(2,g;x)-A(2,g)l <c,,Qt(log D,)““‘ogQD;‘. 
Substituting (3.14)-(3.16) into (3.7); we have 
#{p<xx;(ord,g,Q)= l} 
(3.16) 
= 42, g) Li(x)( 1 f O((log x)-‘“)) 
(logD,)E’4’ogQ 
& 
+ O((log Dx)c1410gQ x exp(-c, log x)49/*00 Q-*‘“) 
+ O(Li(x)log Q/D$.‘l”OgzQ), (3.17) 
and, on using (3.5a), we obtain Theorem 1, on regarding 2 and g as 
constants. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
We define a function E on natural numbers prime to g(>l) by putting 
E(l)= l,a(n)= 1 n> l,(ord,g,Q)= 1; 
=o n > 1, (ord,g, Q) > 1. 
(4-l) 
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We extend E to a function on all natural numbers by putting c(n) = 0 if 
(n, g) > 1. Then, by Lemma 1.3, E is multiplicative, while 0 < a(n) < 1 for all 
n > 1, and, when p/‘Qg, Lemma 1.4 shows that s(pk) = E(I)) for all k > 1, p 
being prime. Then Satz 1 of Wirsing [14] is applicable, and we have 
c &b)- (~fo(l))&,!! 11 +y+y+ ..a 1, (4.2) n<x 
where y is Euler’s constant and ,I = A(%, g), since, by Theorem 1, 
2 E(P) =1 j& + 0 (& ev(-4W,(x)) y (4.3) 
P<X 
where we write I,(x) = x, I,,, 1(x) = log l,(x) for n > 0. For the p dividing Q 
but not g, the product of the 1 + a-. + c(pk)pmk + a.. equals some positive 
constant B > 1, so, by (4.2), 
n (1 -p-y. 
l @)= 1 
P‘GX 
p%Q 
(4.4) 
Now 
log n (1 -p-y= c &(p)p-l+D + o(l), 
c(p)= 1 P<X 
P<X p%Q 
P%Q 
(4.5) 
where D is some positive constant; in fact, 
8 = n (1 -p-y e-‘/P. 
dp)=l, 
p%Q 
Also, if 
P(Y) = c E(P), 
P<Y. 
P%Q 
then 
,; P-l&(P) = 2 n-‘VYn) -e - 1)) 
ll=2 
p%Q 
4.6) 
(4.7) 
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(assuming that x E Z), while (4.3) gives the asymptotics of P(n); in fact 
P(n) = i(n + l)/log n + U((n + l)/log n exp(-cl,(n)/l,(n)) 
= A(n + 1)/k% n + O,(n + l)/log n exp(-cl,(n)/,(n)), say, where 8, 
is bounded and n > 2. Substituting in (4.7), we obtain 
n exp(-cl,(n)/,(n)). (4.8) 
By the Euler-MacLaurin theorem, 
+ l ~=loglogx+c,, +0(l), 
.e* n log n 
and, further, 
WV 
tends to a finite limit as x + co. Now 
.1 
* 
2 
exp(-cl,(v)/,(v)) -$& = J’““‘ogX exp(-q/log y) dy, 
log log 2 
which converges as x -+ 03, since c > 0 and cy/log y > 2 logy for all large y. 
Hence X:=2 exp(-cl,(n)/l,(n))/n log n is absolutely convergent, whence so is 
CFYz 8, exp(-cl,(n)/[,(n))/n log n. Thus (4.8) yields 
pTx c(p)p-’ = I log log x + E + o(l), 
P%Q 
(4.10) 
E some constant (depending on Q and g). Returning to (4.4), we deduce 
Theorem 2. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
It would be very desirable to improve the error term in Theorem 1, 
although it is not clear how this may be done. If we could get, for example, 
O(x(log x)-‘), then it might be possible, using the method of Diamond [IS], 
to obtain an error estimate in Theorem 2. 
It is clear that routine modifications of our methods will solve the problem 
of the distribution of mimes with prescribed orders of divisibility of ord,g 
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by primes in some finite non-empty set 2, or of composite n satisfying the 
same type of condition. 
A question of some interest is that of the proportion of the Farey sequence 
of order N (large) (i.e., the set of fractions u/b, with 1 <a < b <N, 
(a, b) = 1) whose g-adic periods are prime to Q. This requires a knowledge 
of the asymptotics of CncN s(n) q(n); unfortunately p(n) grows too rapidly 
(and erratically) with n for Wirsing’s theorem to apply directly, but it does 
show that 
x c(n) p(n)/n - GN(log N)‘~ ‘, 
ll$N 
from which, by summation-by-parts; we find that 
x O)fP(n) - fGN*(log N)‘- I. 
fl<N 
Consequently, an asymptotic proportion H (log N)‘-’ of the Farey 
sequence of order N is occupied by fractions whose g-adic periods are prime 
to Q. Here, G and H depend on Q and g. 
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